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(54) CALCULATOR, RECORDING MEDIUM AND COMPUTE SERVER

(57) A calculator includes an input unit and a proc-
essor. The processor is configured to perform following
processes: receiving a selection of a calculation function
type according to a user’s operation; receiving an input
of calculation object data according to the selected cal-

culation function type, according to a user’s operation;
and outputting at least one of the calculation object data
and calculation result data obtained by a calculation
based on the input calculation object data, as external
data.
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Description

[Background of the Invention]

[Field of the Invention]

[0001] The present invention relates to a calculator, a
recording medium, a compute server, and the like appro-
priate for performing various calculations.

[Description of the Related Art]

[0002] In the related art, information display devices
which have various types of calculation functions and are
called scientific calculators are widely used.
[0003] These information display devices can perform
calculation functions such as the four basic arithmetic
operations, a matrix calculation function, a statistic cal-
culation function, and an equation calculation function. If
a user selects an operating mode for a desired type of
computing function and inputs a calculation expression
to be a calculation object and numerical values according
to the selected type of computing function, such an in-
formation display device performs a calculation, and dis-
plays the calculation result.
[0004] Further, an advantage of the information display
devices which are scientific calculators is that they are
easy to carry such that users can simply perform desired
types of calculations, thereby obtaining the calculation
results.
[0005] Therefore, in order to interpret or analyze the
calculation process of a calculation performed by such
an information display device, and the result of the cal-
culation, a separate calculator having a function for the
corresponding interpretation or analysis needs to be
used, and the corresponding separate calculator needs
to reproduce the same calculation process and a state
where data on the calculation result has been obtained.
[0006] In JP-A-2011-076540, as a method of making
a plurality of information devices share common data
without a communication function, there has been pro-
posed a technology in which one device displays a QR
code (a trademark) corresponding to input text data on
one device, and another device photographs the dis-
played QR code by a camera, and converts the QR code
into the original text data, and displays the original text
data.

[Summery of the Invention]

[0007] If the technology proposed in JP-A-
2011-076540 is used, it can be considered to convert
data on the calculation process and the calculation result
of the information display device into a QR code, and
supply the QR code to another calculator. However, even
though data obtained in the current calculation state is
supplied to another calculator, the user cannot obtain
desired reference information (such as calculation object

data and analysis data thereof) with an appropriate for-
mat.
[0008] The present invention was made in view of the
above described problem, and an object of the present
invention is to provide a calculator capable of outputting
appropriate data for generating appropriate reference in-
formation in an external device such that the external
device can acquire the output data, a compute server
which acts as the external device, a calculator control
program, a server control program, and a calculator sys-
tem.
[0009] A calculator according to the present invention
includes an input unit and a processor. The processor is
configured to perform following processes: receiving a
selection of a calculation function type according to a
user’s operation; receiving an input of calculation object
data according to the selected calculation function type,
according to a user’s operation; and outputting at least
one of the calculation object data and calculation result
data obtained by a calculation based on the input calcu-
lation object data, as external data.

[Brief Description of the Drawings]

[0010]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the config-
uration of a calculator system according to an em-
bodiment of the present invention.
FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the configuration
of an electronic circuit of a scientific calculator 10.
FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the configuration
of an electronic circuit of a compute server 30
FIG. 4 is a flow chart illustrating a part of a display
control process of the scientific calculator 10.
FIG. 5 is a flow chart illustrating another part of the
display control process of the scientific calculator 10.
FIG. 6 is a flow chart illustrating the other part of the
display control process of the scientific calculator 10.
FIG. 7 is a flow chart illustrating a server process of
the compute server 30.
FIG. 8 is a view illustrating display operations ac-
cording to user’s operations in a matrix mode ac-
cording to the display control process of the scientific
calculator 10.
FIG. 9 is a view illustrating image data of matrix cal-
culation reference information generated according
to the server process of the compute server 30 based
on barcode content data (QR data) in the matrix
mode of the scientific calculator 10.
FIG. 10 is a view illustrating a display operation ac-
cording to calculation object element data input ac-
cording to user’s operations in a statistic mode ac-
cording to the display control process of the scientific
calculator 10, and image data of statistic calculation
reference information (a first example) generated ac-
cording to the server process of the compute server
30 based on barcode content data (QR data) output
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during the corresponding display operation.
FIG. 11 is a view illustrating a display operation ac-
cording to statistic calculation performance accord-
ing to user’s operations in the statistic mode accord-
ing to the display control process of the scientific
calculator 10, and image data of statistic calculation
reference information (a second example) generat-
ed according to the server process of the compute
server 30 based on barcode content data (QR data)
output during the corresponding display operation.
FIG. 12 is a view illustrating a display operation ac-
cording to statistic calculation performance accord-
ing to user’s operations in the statistic mode accord-
ing to the display control process of the scientific
calculator 10, and image data of statistic calculation
reference information generated according to the
server process of the compute server 30 based on
barcode content data (QR data) output during the
corresponding display operation.
FIG. 13 is a view illustrating display operations ac-
cording to user’s operations in an equation mode
according to the display control process of the sci-
entific calculator 10.
FIG. 14 is a view illustrating image data of equation
calculation reference information generated accord-
ing to the server process of the compute server 30
based on barcode content data (QR data) in the
equation mode of the scientific calculator 10.
FIG. 15 is a block diagram schematically illustrating
the functional configuration of an information
processing system.
FIG. 16A is a flow chart illustrating the flow of a QR
data generating process.
FIG. 16B is a flow chart illustrating the flow of a QR
data using process.

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0011] Hereinafter, embodiments of the present inven-
tion will be described with reference to the accompanying
drawings.
[0012] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram illustrating the
configuration of a calculator system according to a first
embodiment of the present invention.
[0013] Here, as an example, it will be described a sys-
tem which is composed of a scientific calculator 10 (a
scientific calculator 10’) which is an information display
device which is used by a student, a communication de-
vice 20 (a portable terminal 20’) with a camera, such as
a tablet PC with a camera, which the corresponding stu-
dent or a teacher uses to photograph a two-dimensional
code such as a QR code (a trademark) displayed on the
scientific calculator 10 (the scientific calculator 10’), a
compute server 30 (a server 30’) which receives calcu-
lation function type data and calculation object data ac-
cording to the content data of the two-dimensional code
Q photographed by the communication device 20 (the
portable terminal 20’) with the camera, from the commu-

nication device 20 (the portable terminal 20’) through a
communication network N such as the Internet, and gen-
erates calculation reference information (such as the cal-
culation object data and the analysis result thereof) of an
appropriate format according to the calculation function
type data and the calculation object data, the communi-
cation device 20 (the portable terminal 20’) with the cam-
era which receives the calculation reference information
generated by the compute server 30 (the server 30’),
through the communication network N, and displays the
calculation reference information, and a projector P
which magnifies and projects the calculation reference
information displayed on the corresponding communica-
tion device 20, as shown in FIG. 1. Also, the device names
in parentheses are device names in a second embodi-
ment.
[0014] Further, the communication device 20 (the port-
able terminal 20’) with the camera is not limited to a tablet
PC with a camera, and can be configured as a PDA (a
personal digital assistant) with a camera, a smart phone
with a camera, a laptop (a personal computer) with a
camera or connected to a camera, an electronic black-
board, or the like.
[0015] Also, FIG. 1 separately shows two communica-
tion devices 20 (portable terminals 20’) with cameras;
however, they are just for showing a transition of a display
output unit 21 from when a two-dimensional code is pho-
tographed to when calculation reference information is
received. Actually, one communication device 20 with
the camera is prepared for one student or one teacher.
Further, FIG. 1 shows one representative scientific cal-
culator 10 (the scientific calculator 10’); however, actu-
ally, the number of scientific calculators which are includ-
ed in the system is according to the number of students.
Also, one scientific calculator 10 for a teacher may be
further included.
[0016] The scientific calculator 10 (the scientific calcu-
lator 10’) is configured in a small size due to the necessity
of portability such that a user can sufficiently grip it with
one hand and operate it with one hand. On the front sur-
face of the main body of the scientific calculator 10, a key
input unit 11 and a display output unit 12 are provided.
[0017] The key input unit 11 includes a numerical-val-
ue/operation-symbol key group 111 for inputting num-
bers or expressions, or instructing calculation execution,
a function key group 112 for inputting various functions
or starting a memory function, a mode setting key group
113 for displaying a menu screen of various operating
modes or instructing setting of an operating mode, a cur-
sor key 114 for performing an operation to move a cursor
displayed on the display output unit 12, an operation to
select a data item, etc.
[0018] As the numerical-value/operation-symbol key
group 111, "0" to "9" (numeric) keys, "+", "-", "3", and
"4" (four basic operation symbols) keys, "Ans" and "="
(execution) keys, "AC" (clear) key, and so on are ar-
ranged.
[0019] As the function key group 112, an "x-1" (x to the
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negative one power; the reciprocal of x) key, a "√h" (root)
key, a "h/h" (fraction) key, a "sin" (since) key, an "M+"
(memory plus) key, a "STO" (memory registration) key,
and so on are arranged.
[0020] As the mode setting key group 113, a "MODE"
(mode) key 27, a "SHIFT" (shift) key, an "ALPHA" (al-
phabet) key, an "ON" (power-on) key, and so on are ar-
ranged.
[0021] Also, each key of the number/operation-symbol
key group 111 and the function key group 112 is config-
ured so as to be able to act as a key for a function written
above the corresponding key, not a function written on
the corresponding key, if the corresponding key is oper-
ated after the "SHIFT" key is operated. For example, an
operation on the "AC" key after an operation on the
"SHIFT" key (This will be hereinafter referred to as a
"SHIFT"+"AC" key. The same applies hereinafter) be-
comes an "OFF" (power-off) key. A "SHIFT"+"STO" key
becomes an "RCL" (memory list display) key. A
"SHIFT"+"OPTN (option)" key becomes a "QR" key 26.
Also, the "QR" key 26 may be configured as one inde-
pendent function key.
[0022] The display output unit 12 is composed of a dot
matrix type liquid crystal display unit.
[0023] FIG. 2 is a block diagram illustrating the config-
uration of an electronic circuit of the scientific calculator
10.
[0024] The electronic circuit of the scientific calculator
10 includes a CPU 13 which is a computer, a memory
14, and a recording-medium reading unit 15, in addition
to the key input unit 11 and the display output unit 12.
Also, as shown by a broken line in FIG. 2, the electronic
circuit may include a wireless communication unit 16.
[0025] The CPU 13 controls the operation of each unit
of the circuit according to an expression computation
process program 141 stored in the memory 14, thereby
executing various calculation processes according to key
input signals from the key input unit 11. The expression
computation process program 141 may be stored in ad-
vance in the memory 14, or may be loaded from an ex-
ternal recording medium M such as a memory card into
the memory 14 through the recording-medium reading
unit 15. The expression computation process program
141 is configured such that a user cannot rewrite the
corresponding program by operating the key input unit
11.
[0026] In the memory 14, in order to store data which
the user can rewrite, besides such information which the
user cannot rewrite, an input data area 142 is ensured.
[0027] Here, the input data area 142 sequentially re-
ceives key code data items input by the keys of the key
input unit 11, and stores expression data and table data
composed by them. For example, numeric keys are
stored as codes representing numbers, and function keys
such as the "sin" key are stored as codes representing
corresponding functions, and arithmetic symbol keys
such as "+", "-", "3", and "4" keys are stored as codes
representing the corresponding arithmetic symbols. Al-

so, in the input data area 142, variables such as different
numerical values which are individually registered with
respect to nine characters A, B, C, D, E, F, M, X, and Y
are stored. For example, if the "3" key, the "STO" key,
and the "-" key (= an "A" key) are operated, a numerical
value "3" is registered for the variable A. Further, calcu-
lation data such as a calculation function type (such as
"FOUR-BASIC-OPERATION FUNCTION", "COMPLEX
NUMBER CALCULATION FUNCTION", "N-ARY CAL-
CULATION FUNCTION", "MATRIX CALCULATION
FUNCTION", "VECTOR CALCULATION FUNCTION",
"STATISTIC CALCULATION FUNCTION", "FUNCTION
EXPRESSION TABLE CALCULATION FUNCTION", or
"EQUATION CALCULATION FUNCTION") set accord-
ing to an operation on the "MODE" key of the key input
unit 11, a calculation type such as a calculation expres-
sion according to the calculation function type, and cal-
culation data such as numerical values input as calcula-
tion elements, and calculation result data acquired ac-
cording to calculation performance are stored. Also, the
calculation function type and the calculation type accord-
ing to the calculation function type will be collectively re-
ferred to as the "calculation function type", and the cal-
culation data which are calculation elements will be re-
ferred to as the "function-based calculation data".
[0028] The wireless communication unit 16 has a func-
tion of performing wireless communication with an exter-
nal device such as the communication device 20 with the
camera by Bluetooth (a trademark), infrared communi-
cation, or the like.
[0029] The CPU 13 of the scientific calculator 10 con-
figured as described above controls the operations of the
individual units of the circuit according to commands de-
scribed in the expression computation process program
141 such that software and hardware operate in cooper-
ation with each other, thereby implementing a display
control function of converting the calculation function
type, function-based calculation data, and calculation re-
sult data according to an expression computation proc-
ess of the scientific calculator 10 into a two-dimensional
code (in the present embodiment, a two-dimensional
code image (a QR code)) and displaying the two-dimen-
sional code by the display output unit 12, as will be de-
scribed in the following operation description.
[0030] The communication device 20 with the camera
photographs the image of the two-dimensional code im-
age (QR code) Q which is output to the display output
unit 12 by the CPU 13 and which is displayed on the
display output unit 12 of the scientific calculator 10, and
transmits the content data (hereinafter, referred to as the
"barcode content data (QR data)") of the photographed
two-dimensional code image (QR code) to the compute
server 30 having an address set in advance, through the
communication network N.
[0031] FIG. 3 is a block diagram illustrating the config-
uration of an electronic circuit of the compute server 30.
[0032] The electronic circuit of the compute server 30
includes a CPU 31 which is a computer, a memory 32,
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a recording medium 33, a recording-medium reading unit
34, and a communication unit 35. Also, as shown by bro-
ken lines in FIG. 3, the electronic circuit may include a
key input unit 36 or a display output unit 37.
[0033] The CPU 31 controls the operations of the in-
dividual units of the circuit according to a server control
program 321 stored in the memory 32, thereby executing
various calculation processes according the barcode
content data (QR data) received from the communication
device 20 with the camera by the communication unit 35.
The server control program may be stored in advance in
the memory 32, or may be loaded from the recording
medium 33 such as a memory card into the memory 32
through the recording-medium reading unit 34, or may
be downloaded from a Web server (not shown) on the
communication network N into the memory 32 through
the communication unit 35.
[0034] In the memory 32, the server control program
321 is stored, and a reception QR data memory 322 for
storing the barcode content data (QR data) (such as the
calculation function type, the function-based calculation
data, and the calculation result data) received from the
communication device 20 with the camera through the
communication unit 35 and primarily holding the barcode
content data is ensured.
[0035] Also, the server control program 321 has a func-
tion of performing a setting operation or a maintenance
operation according to a setting operation, a mainte-
nance operation, or the like on the key input unit 36 by
an operator of the corresponding compute server 30, a
function of displaying the intermediate progress or result
of an operation of the server control program on the dis-
play output unit 37, and so on.
[0036] The CPU 31 of the compute server 30 config-
ured as described above controls the operations of the
individual units of the circuit according to commands de-
scribed in the server control program 321 such that soft-
ware and hardware operate in cooperation with each oth-
er, thereby implementing a server process function of
generating calculation reference information (an image)
according to the received barcode content data (QR data)
(such as the calculation function type, the function-based
calculation data, and the calculation result data) and
transmitting the calculation reference information image
to the communication device 20 with the camera which
is the transmission source of the received barcode con-
tent data (QR data) and belongs to the student or the
teacher, as will be described in the following operation
description.
[0037] If the communication device 20 with the camera
receives the calculation reference information image
from the compute server 30 through the communication
network N, it can display the calculation reference infor-
mation image on the display output unit 21, or can mag-
nify and project the calculation result by connecting a
projector P to the corresponding communication device
20 with the camera.
[0038] Subsequently, an operation of the calculator

system having the above described configuration will be
described.
[0039] FIGS. 4 to 6 are flow charts illustrating a display
control process of the scientific calculator 10.
[0040] FIG 7 is a flow chart illustrating a server process
of the compute server 30.
[0041] FIG. 8 is a view illustrating a display operation
according to a user’s operation in the matrix mode ac-
cording to the display control process of the scientific
calculator 10.
[0042] FIG. 9 is a view illustrating image data of matrix
calculation reference information generated according to
the server process of the compute server 30 based on
barcode content data (QR data) in the matrix mode of
the scientific calculator 10.
[0043] In the scientific calculator (an information dis-
play device) 10, if the "MODE" key of the key input unit
11 is operated as shown in Part (A) of FIG. 8 , in STEP
T101, a calculation function list menu MF is displayed on
the display output unit 12.
[0044] In the calculation function list menu MF of the
present embodiment, eight calculation functions ([1]
FOUR-BASIC-OPERATION FUNCTION, [2] COMPLEX
NUMBER CALCULATION FUNCTION, [3] N-ARY CAL-
CULATION FUNCTION, [4] MATRIX CALCULATION
FUNCTION, [5] VECTOR CALCULATION FUNCTION,
[6] STATISTIC CALCULATION FUNCTION, [7] FUNC-
TION EXPRESSION TABLE CALCULATION FUNC-
TION, and [8] EQUATION CALCULATION FUNCTION)
are displayed so as to be selectable.

(MATRIX CALCULATION PROCESS)

[0045] If the matrix calculation function of [4] is selected
in the calculation function list menu MF by a user’s op-
eration (STEP S102), in STEP S 103, as shown in Part
(B) of FIG. 8, the operation mode of the scientific calcu-
lator 10 is set to the matrix mode, and a matrix name list
menu Ma for inputting matrix element data is displayed
on the display output unit 12.
[0046] In the state where the matrix name list menu
Ma is displayed, even if the "QR" key (the
"SHIFT"+"OPTN" key) is operated as shown in Part (C)
of FIG. 8, the corresponding key operation is invalidated
(inactivated), and thus the display content does not
change (STEPS S104 and S105).
[0047] If a matrix name (here, "MatA" of No. 1) desired
by the user is designated in the matrix name list menu
Ma in STEP T106 as shown in Part (D) of FIG. 8, in STEP
S107, a matrix size selection menu Mb is displayed on
the display output unit 12.
[0048] In the state where the matrix size selection
menu Mb is displayed, even if the "QR" key is operated
as shown in Part (E) of FIG. 8, the corresponding key
operation is invalidated (inactivated), and thus the display
content does not change (STEPS S108 and S109).
[0049] If a desired matrix size (here, "232" of No. 5) is
designated in the matrix size selection menu Mb with
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respect to the matrix name "MatA" in STEP T110 as
shown in Part (F) of FIG. 8, in STEP S111, an element
data input screen Ga corresponding to the designated
matrix size is displayed.
[0050] In the state where the element data input screen
Ga is displayed, even if the "QR" key is operated as
shown in Parts (G) and (I) of FIG. 8, the corresponding
key operation is invalidated (inactivated), and thus the
display content does not change (STEPS S112 and
S113).
[0051] After element data "1", "2", "3", and "4" of the
matrix name "MatA" are input in the element data input
screen Ga as shown in Part (H) of FIG. 8, if a clear process
is performed by the "AC" key, and a "MATRIX"
("SHIFT"+"4") key is operated, as shown in Part (J) of
FIG. 8, in STEP S114, an expression input screen Gb is
displayed.
[0052] If a matrix calculation expression (here,
"det(MatA)") is input according to the expression input
screen Gb, and a display is performed on the display
output unit 12 as shown in Part (K) of FIG. 8, in STEP
S115, the input matrix calculation expression "det(MatA)"
and the element data "1", "2", "3", and "4" of the calcu-
lation object "MatA" are stored in an input data area of
the memory 14.
[0053] In course of inputting of the matrix calculation
expression, even if the "QR" key is operated, the corre-
sponding key operation is invalidated (inactivated), and
thus the display content does not change (STEPS S 116
and S117).
[0054] Thereafter, if calculation execution is instructed
by an operation on the "=" key as shown in Part (L) of
FIG. 8, in STEP S118, a calculation according to the ma-
trix calculation expression "det(MatA)" (MatA = I, 2, 3, 4)
is performed, and a calculation result screen GA repre-
senting the corresponding calculation expression and the
calculation result "-2" is displayed on the display output
unit 12.
[0055] Thereafter, if the "QR" ("SHIFT"+"OPTN") key
of the key input unit 11 is operated in STEP S119 as
shown in Part (M) of FIG. 8 in order to obtain calculation
reference information on the calculation expression
"det(MatA)" and the calculation result "-2" from the com-
pute server 30, in STEP S120, the current calculation
function type "MATRIX CALCULATION FUNCTION", the
function-based calculation data (the matrix calculation
expression "det(MatA)" and the element data (MatA = 1,
2, 3, 4) of the calculation object matrix), and the calcula-
tion result data "-2" are converted as barcode content
data into a two-dimensional code image (a QR code) Q,
and the corresponding image is output to the display out-
put unit 12 by the CPU 13 and is displayed on the display
output unit 12.
[0056] Thereafter, in a case where element data are
re-input, the process returns from STEP S121 to STEP
S111; whereas re-inputting is not performed, the process
returns to STEP S103.
[0057] As described above, if the-dimensional code

image (QR code) Q displayed on the display output unit
12 according to the calculation process by the matrix cal-
culation function of the scientific calculator 10 is photo-
graphed by the communication device 20 with the cam-
era (such as a tablet PC) belonging to the student or the
teacher as shown in Part (M) of FIG. 8, the barcode con-
tent data (QR data) which is the content of the two-di-
mensional code image (QR code) is decoded, and the
current calculation function type "MATRIX CALCULA-
TION FUNCTION", the function-based calculation data
(the matrix calculation expression "det(MatA)" and the
element data (MatA = 1, 2, 3, 4) of the calculation object
matrix), and the calculation result data "-2" which are the
barcode content data (QR data) are transmitted from the
communication device 20 to the compute server 30
through the communication network N, automatically or
in response to a user’s operation (see FIG. 2). Also, the
address for accessing to the compute server 30 is known
in advance, and the user inputs the corresponding ad-
dress by operating the communication device 20 with the
camera. Alternatively, in a case where the two-dimen-
sional code image (QR code) includes the address of the
compute server, it is possible to extract the correspond-
ing address from the barcode content data (QR data).
[0058] In the compute server 30, if the barcode content
data (QR data), that is, the current calculation function
type "MATRIX CALCULATION FUNCTION", the func-
tion-based calculation data (the matrix calculation ex-
pression "det(MatA)" and the element data (MatA = 1, 2,
3, 4) of the calculation object matrix), and the calculation
result data "-2" transmitted from the communication de-
vice 20 with the camera through the communication net-
work N are received by the communication unit 35, the
CPU 31 determines that the barcode content data (QR
data) attributable to a QR operation has been received
("Yes" in STEP S301).
[0059] Then, in STEP S302, the received barcode con-
tent data (QR data), that is, the current calculation func-
tion type "MATRIX CALCULATION FUNCTION", the
function-based calculation data (the matrix calculation
expression "det(MatA)" and the element data (MatA = 1,
2, 3, 4) of the calculation object matrix), and the calcula-
tion result data "-2" are primarily saved in the reception
QR data memory 322 of the memory 32.
[0060] Then, if it is determined that the barcode content
data (QR data) saved in the reception QR data memory
322 is data of the matrix calculation function ("Yes" in
STEP S303), in STEP S304, an image of a calculation
expression "det([1, 2, 3, 4])" obtained by replacing the
matrix part "MatA" of the matrix calculation expression
"det(MatA)" with the element data "1", "2", "3", and "4" is
generated as an input screen Gi as shown in FIG. 9.
[0061] Subsequently, in STEP S305, an image of the
calculation result data "-2" is generated as an output
screen Go.
[0062] Then, in STEP S306, image data which is matrix
calculation reference information generated by vertically
disposing the generated input screen Gi and the gener-
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ated output screen Go is transmitted to the mail address
of the communication device 20 with the camera which
is the transmission source of the received barcode con-
tent data (QR data) and belongs to the student or the
teacher.
[0063] Therefore, on the display output unit 21 of the
communication device 20 with the camera (such as a
tablet PC with a camera) belonging to the student or the
teacher, the image data Gi/Go of the matrix calculation
expression (after replacement with the element data) cal-
culated in the scientific calculator 10 of the teacher and
the calculation result are displayed as the matrix calcu-
lation reference information as shown in FIG. 9. There-
after, if the corresponding matrix calculation reference
information Gi/Go is magnified and projected by the pro-
jector P, everyone of the class of the corresponding stu-
dent or teacher can learn while seeing the content of the
corresponding calculation.
[0064] Also, the matrix calculation function in the matrix
mode of the scientific calculator 10 is performed in the
same manner as that of the vector calculation function
according to a vector mode, and thus a detailed descrip-
tion of the vector calculation function is omitted.

(STATISTIC CALCULATION PROCESS)

[0065] FIG. 10 is a view illustrating a display operation
according to calculation object element data input ac-
cording to user’s operations in a statistic mode according
to the display control process of the scientific calculator
10, and image data of statistic calculation reference in-
formation (a first example) generated according to the
server process of the compute server 30 based on bar-
code content data (QR data) output during the corre-
sponding display operation.
[0066] If the statistic calculation function of [6] is se-
lected in the calculation function list menu MF shown in
Part (A) of FIG. 8 by a user’s operation (STEP S122), in
STEP S123, the operation mode of the scientific calcu-
lator 10 is set to the statistic mode, and a statistic calcu-
lation type list menu Mc for designating a statistic calcu-
lation type is displayed on the display output unit 12, as
shown in Part (A) of FIG 10.
[0067] In the state where the statistic calculation type
list menu Mc is displayed, even if the "QR" key is operated
as shown in Part (B) of FIG. 10, the corresponding key
operation is invalidated (inactivated), and thus the display
content does not change (STEPS S124 and S125).
[0068] If a calculation type (here, "1-VAR" of No. 1 rep-
resenting a type "ONE-VARIABLE STATISTIC CALCU-
LATION") desired by the user is designated in the statistic
calculation type list menu Mc as shown in Part (C) of FIG.
10 in STEP S126, a table data input screen (here, a one
variable input screen) Gc for inputting calculation object
element (table) data of the designated calculation type
"ONE-VARIABLE STATISTIC CALCULATION" is dis-
played.
[0069] If desired calculation object element (table) data

(here, x values 1, 12, 34, ..., 29, 12, and 1) are input on
the table data input screen (one variable input screen)
Gc, in STEP S127, the designated calculation type "ONE-
VARIABLE STATISTIC CALCULATION" and the input
element data (the x values 1, 12, 34, ..., 29, 12, and 1)
are stored in the input data area 142 of the memory 14.
[0070] In the state where the calculation object element
data x of the designated statistic calculation ("ONE-VAR-
IABLE STATISTIC CALCULATION") have been input, if
the "QR" key of the key input unit I is operated as shown
in Part (D) of FIG. 10 in STEP S128 in order to obtain
calculation reference information from the compute serv-
er 30, in STEP S129, the current calculation function type
("STATISTIC CALCULATION FUNCTION" and the cal-
culation type ("ONE-VARIABLE STATISTIC CALCULA-
TION")) and the function-based calculation data (the cal-
culation object element data (the x values 1, 12, 34, ...,
29, 12, and 1) are converted as barcode content data
into a two-dimensional code image (QR code) Q, which
is output to the display output unit 12 by the CPU 13 and
is displayed on the display output unit 12.
[0071] If the two-dimensional code image (QR code)
Q is displayed on the display output unit 12 according to
the calculation process by the statistic calculation func-
tion of the scientific calculator 10 (after inputting of the
calculation object element data) as described above, and
is photographed as shown in Part (E) of FIG. 10 by the
communication device 20 with the camera (such as a
tablet PC) belonging to the student or the teacher, the
content of the two-dimensional code image (QR code) is
decoded, and the barcode content data, that is, the cur-
rent calculation function type ("STATISTIC CALCULA-
TION FUNCTION" and the calculation type ("ONE-VAR-
IABLE STATISTIC CALCULATION")) and the function-
based calculation data (the calculation object element
data (the x values 1, 12, 34, ..., 29, 12, and 1)) are trans-
mitted from the communication device 20 to the compute
server 30 through the communication network N, auto-
matically or in response to a user’s operation (see FIG. 2).
[0072] In the compute server 30, if the communication
unit 35 receives the barcode content data (QR data) from
the communication device 20 with the camera through
the communication network N, the CPU 31 determines
that the barcode content data (QR data) attributable to a
QR operation has been received ("Yes" in STEP S301).
[0073] Then, in STEP S302, the received barcode con-
tent data (QR data), that is, the current calculation func-
tion type ("STATISTIC CALCULATION FUNCTION" and
the calculation type ("ONE-VARIABLE STATISTIC CAL-
CULATION")) and the function-based calculation data
(the calculation object element data (the x values 1, 12,
34, ..., 29, 12, and 1)) are primarily saved in the reception
QR data memory 322 of the memory 32.
[0074] Then, if it is determined that the barcode content
data (QR data) saved in the reception QR data memory
322 is data of the statistic calculation function ("Yes" in
STEP S307), and it is determined that the calculation
type is "ONE-VARIABLE STATISTIC CALCULATION"
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("Yes" in STEP S308), in STEP S309, it is determined
whether the saved barcode content data (QR data) is
barcode content data (QR data) including any calculation
object element data (whether the saved barcode content
data (QR data) is barcode content data (QR data) includ-
ing statistic calculation result data).
[0075] If it is determined that the barcode content data
(QR data) of the statistic calculation function saved in the
reception QR data memory 322 is barcode content data
(QR data) including calculation object element data
("Yes" in STEP S309), first, in STEP S311, according to
a graph type ("BOX PLOT") designated as a default
(STEP S310), a graph image of a box plot Hi is generated
as a graph screen Gg based on the calculation object
element data (the x values 1, 12, 34, ..., 29, 12, and 1)
received and saved, as shown in Part (F) of FIG 10.
[0076] Specifically, the graph image of the box plot Hi
is drawn based on the calculation result (the minimum
value "min(x)"of 1, the first quartile Q1 of 6.5, the median
"Med" of 20.5, the third quartile Q3 of 33, and the maxi-
mum value "max(x)" of 43) obtained by performing the
one-variable statistic calculation of the calculation object
element data (the x values 1, 12, 34, and the like, 29, 12,
and 1).
[0077] Also, in STEP S312, an image of a table T of
the calculation object element data (the x values 1, 12,
34, and the like, 29, 12, and 1) received and saved is
generated as a table screen Gt.
[0078] Then, in STEP S313, image data which is sta-
tistic calculation reference information (the first example)
generated by vertically disposing the generated graph
screen Gg and the generated table screen Gt is trans-
mitted to the mail address of the communication device
20 with the camera which is the transmission source of
the barcode content data (QR data) and belongs to the
student or the teacher.
[0079] Therefore, on the display output unit 21 of the
communication device 20 with the camera (such as a
tablet PC with a camera) belonging to the student or the
teacher, the image data Gg/Gt according to the statistic
calculation process of the scientific calculator 10 of the
teacher (after inputting of the calculation object element
data) is displayed as the statistic calculation reference
information (the first example) as shown in Part (F) of
FIG. 10. Thereafter, if the statistic calculation reference
information Gg/Gt is magnified and projected by the pro-
jector P, everyone of the class of the corresponding stu-
dent or teacher can learn while seeing the content of the
corresponding statistic calculation.
[0080] Also, in the state where the image data Gg/Gt
which is the statistic calculation reference information
(the first example) is displayed on the communication
device 20 with the camera, if the compute server 30 re-
ceives information representing that another type has
been designated as the graph type in response to a user’s
operation on a pull-down key PL for graph type designa-
tion provided on the graph screen Gg (STEP S310), in
STEP S311, according to the designated graph type, a

graph image of a bar chart Bo or a graph image of a pie
chart Ci corresponding to the calculation object element
data (the x values 1, 12, 34, ..., 29, 12, and 1) received
and saved is generated as a graph screen Gg.
[0081] FIG. 11 is a view illustrating a display operation
according to statistic calculation performance according
to user’s operations in the statistic mode according to the
display control process of the scientific calculator 10, and
image data of statistic calculation reference information
(a second example) generated according to the server
process of the compute server 30 based on barcode con-
tent data (QR data) output during the corresponding dis-
play operation.
[0082] In the scientific calculator 10 of the statistic
mode, after the calculation object element data (the x
values 1, 12, 34, ..., 29, 12, and 1) for the statistic calcu-
lation (here, "ONE-VARIABLE STATISTIC CALCULA-
TION") of the designated type are input according to the
processes of STEPS S122 to S127, if culculation per-
formance is instructed as shown in Part (A) of FIG. 11
by a user’s operation on the "=" key ("Yes" in STEP S130),
in STEP S131, the statistic calculation ("ONE-VARIABLE
STATISTIC CALCULATION") of the designated type is
performed.
[0083] In this case, in the one-variable statistic calcu-
lation performance process of STEP S131, for example,
thirteen statistic calculation result data items (the aver-
age "x", the sum of samples "∑x", the sum of the squares
of the samples "∑x2", the population variance "δx2", the
population standard deviation "δx", the sample variance
"sx2", the sample standard deviation "sx ", the number
of samples "n", the minimum value "min(x)", the first quar-
tile Q1, the median "Med", the third quartile Q3, and the
maximum value "max(x)") are acquired based on the cal-
culation object element data (the x values I, 12, 34, ...,
29, 12, and 1). Subsequently, in STEP S132, the individ-
ual statistic calculation result data items are divided into
a plurality of calculation result screens Gc1 to Gc3, which
is displayed on the display output unit 12 such that they
can be displayed by screen scrolling.
[0084] Thereafter, if the "QR" key of the key input unit
11 is operated as shown in Part (B) of FIG. 11 in order
to obtain the calculation reference information obtained
by performing the designated statistic calculation (the
one-variable statistic calculation) from the compute serv-
er 30 (STEP S133), in STEP S134, the current calculation
function type ("STATISTIC CALCULATION FUNCTION"
and the calculation type ("ONE-VARIABLE STATISTIC
CALCULATION")), the statistic calculation result data
items ("x" (the average of x), ∑x," "∑x2, δx2, δx, sx2, sx,
n, min(x), Q1, Med, Q3, and max(x)) are converted as
barcode content data into a two-dimensional code image
(QR code) Q, which is output to the display output unit
12 by the CPU 13 and which is displayed on the display
output unit 12.
[0085] Thereafter, in a case where calculation object
element data are re-input, the process returns from STEP
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S135 to STEP S127; whereas re-inputting is not per-
formed, the process returns to STEP S123.
[0086] As described above, if the two-dimensional
code image (QR code) Q displayed on the display output
unit 12 according to the calculation performance by the
statistic calculation function of the scientific calculator 10
is photographed by the communication device 20 with
the camera (such as a tablet PC) belonging to the student
or the teacher as shown in Part (C) of FIG. 11, the barcode
content data (QR data) which is the content of the two-
dimensional code image (QR code) is decoded, and the
corresponding barcode content data (QR data), that is,
the current calculation function type ("STATISTIC CAL-
CULATION FUNCTION" and the calculation type ("ONE-
VARIABLE STATISTIC CALCULATION")) and the sta-
tistic calculation result data items ("x" (the average of x),
∑x , "∑x2, δx2, δx, sx2, sx, n, min(x), Q1, Med, Q3, and
max(x)) are transmitted from the communication device
20 to the compute server 30 through the communication
network N, automatically or in response to a user’s op-
eration (see FIG. 2).
[0087] In the compute server 30, if the barcode content
data (QR data), that is, the current calculation function
type ("STATISTIC CALCULATION FUNCTION" and the
calculation type ("ONE-VARIABLE STATISTIC CALCU-
LATION")) and the statistic calculation result data items
("x" (the average of x), ∑x, "∑x2, δx2, δx, sx2, sx, n, min(x),
Q1, Med, Q3, and max(x)) transmitted from the commu-
nication device 20 with the camera through the commu-
nication network N are received by the communication
unit 35, the CPU 31 determines that barcode content
data (QR data) attributable to a QR operation has been
received ("Yes" in STEP S301).
[0088] Then, in STEP S302, the received barcode con-
tent data (QR data), that is, the current calculation func-
tion type ("STATISTIC CALCULATION FUNCTION" and
the calculation type ("ONE-VARIABLE STATISTIC CAL-
CULATION")) and the statistic calculation result data
items (x, ∑x, ∑x2, ..., Med, Q3, and max(x)) according to
performance of the statistic calculation process of the
scientific calculator 10 are primarily saved in the recep-
tion QR data memory 322 of the memory 32.
[0089] Then, if it is determined that the barcode content
data (QR data) saved in the reception QR data memory
322 is data of the statistic calculation function ("Yes" in
STEP S307), and it is determined that the calculation
type is "ONE-VARIABLE STATISTIC CALCULATION"
("Yes" in STEP S308), and it is determined that the saved
barcode content data (QR data) is barcode content data
(QR data) including statistic calculation result data ("No"
in STEP S309), in STEP S314, based on the statistic
calculation result data items (x, ∑x, ∑x2, ..., Med, Q3,
and max(x)) received and saved, an image showing the
list of the statistic calculation result data items is gener-
ated as an output screen Go as shown in Parts (D) and
(F) of FIG. 11.
[0090] Also, in STEP S315, based on the statistic cal-

culation result data items (x, ∑x, ∑x2, ..., Med, Q3, and
max(x)) received and saved, a graph image of a box plot
Hi is generated as a graph screen Gg in the above de-
scribed generation manner.
[0091] Then, in STEP S316, image data which is sta-
tistic calculation reference information (the second ex-
ample) generated by vertically disposing the generated
output screen Go and the generated graph screen Gg is
transmitted to the mail address of the communication de-
vice 20 with the camera which is the transmission source
of the barcode content data (QR data) and belongs to
the student or the teacher.
[0092] Therefore, on the display output unit 21 of the
communication device 20 with the camera (such as a
tablet PC with a camera) belonging to the student or the
teacher, the image data Go/Gg according to the statistic
calculation process (statistic calculation performance) of
the scientific calculator 10 of the teacher is displayed as
the statistic calculation reference information (the second
example) as shown in Part (D) of FIG. 11. Thereafter, if
the statistic calculation reference information Go/Gg is
magnified and projected by the projector P, everyone of
the class of the corresponding student or teacher can
learn while seeing the content of the corresponding sta-
tistic calculation.
[0093] FIG 12 is a view illustrating a display operation
according to statistic calculation performance according
to user’s operations in the statistic mode according to the
display control process of the scientific calculator 10, and
image data of statistic calculation reference information
generated according to the server process of the com-
pute server 30 based on barcode content data (QR data)
output during the corresponding display operation.
[0094] In the embodiment shown in FIG. 12, in STEPS
S122 to S126, "NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PROBABILI-
TY CALCULATION" is designated as the statistic calcu-
lation type.
[0095] Thereafter, with respect to distribution probabil-
ities P(t), Q(t), and R(t) which are calculation objects, if
element data P(1) of the distribution probability P(t) is
input in STEP S127 as shown in Part (A) of FIG. 12, and
calculation performance is instructed as shown in Part
(B) of FIG. 12 by an operation on the "=" key ("Yes" in
STEP S130), a calculation of a normal distribution prob-
ability P(1) is performed in STEP S131, and a calculation
result screen GA showing the calculation result "0.84134"
is displayed on the display output unit 12 in STEPS 132.
[0096] Thereafter, if the "QR" key of the key input unit
11 is operated as shown in Part (B) of FIG. 12 in STEP
S133 in order to obtain calculation reference information
obtained by performing the designated statistic calcula-
tion ("NORMAL DISTRIBUTION PROBABILITY CAL-
CULATION") from the compute server 30, in STEP S134,
the current calculation function type ("STATISTIC CAL-
CULATION FUNCTION" and the calculation type ("NOR-
MAL DISTRIBUTION PROBABILITY CALCULATION"))
and the statistic calculation result data "0.84134" are con-
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verted into a two-dimensional code image (QR code) Q,
which is output to the display unit 12 by the CPU 13 and
which is displayed on the display output unit 12.
[0097] Thereafter, if the two-dimensional code image
(QR code) is photographed as described above by the
communication device with the camera (such as a tablet
PC) 20 belonging to the student or the teacher, barcode
content data (QR data) which is the content of the two-
dimensional code image (QR code) is decoded, and the
barcode content data (QR data) is transmitted from the
communication device 20 to the compute server 30
through the communication network N, automatically or
in response to a user’s operation (see FIG. 2).
[0098] In this case, in the compute server 30, as shown
in Part (E) of FIG. 12, according to the barcode content
data (QR data) received from the communication device
20 with the camera, an image of a calculation expression
"P(1)" of the normal distribution probability calculation is
generated as an input screen Gi, and an image of the
calculation result data "0.84134" is generated as an out-
put screen Go.
[0099] Thereafter, image data obtained as statistic cal-
culation reference information (the third example) by ver-
tically disposing the generated input screen Gi and the
generated output screen Go is transmitted to the mail
address of the communication device 20 with the camera
which is the transmission source of the barcode content
data (QR data) and belongs to the student or the teacher.

(EQUATION CALCULATION PROCESS)

[0100] FIG. 13 is a view illustrating display operations
according to user’s operations in an equation mode ac-
cording to the display control process of the scientific
calculator 10.
[0101] FIG. 14 is a view illustrating image data of equa-
tion calculation reference information generated accord-
ing to the server process of the compute server 30 based
on barcode content data (QR data) of the equation mode
of the scientific calculator 10.
[0102] If the equation calculation function of [8] is se-
lected in the calculation function list menu MF of the sci-
entific calculator 10 shown in Part (A) of FIG. 8 by a user’s
operation (STEP S136), in STEP S137, the operation
mode of the scientific calculator 10 is set to the equation
mode, and an equation calculation type list menu Md for
designating an equation calculation type is displayed on
the display output unit 12, as shown in Part (A) of FIG 13.
[0103] In the state where the equation calculation type
list menu Md is displayed, even if the "QR" key is operated
as shown in Part (B) of FIG. 13, the corresponding key
operation is invalidated (inactivated), and thus the display
content does not change (STEPS S138 and S139).
[0104] If the user designates a desired calculation type
(here, "anx + bnY = cn" representing a type "CALCULA-
TION OF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS WITH TWO VAR-
IABLES") in the equation calculation type list menu Md
as shown in Part (C) of FIG. 13 (STEP S140), an element

data input screen (here, a coefficient (a, b, and c) input
screen) Gd for inputting calculation object element data
of the designated calculation type ("CALCULATION OF
SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS WITH TWO VARIABLES") is
displayed.
[0105] If desired calculation object element data (here,
values "1", "1", and "3"of coefficients "a1", "b1", and "c1"
of a first equation, and values "1", "2", and "4"of coeffi-
cients "a2", "b2", and "c3" of a second equation) are input
on the element data input screen (a, b, and c) Gd as
shown in Part (E) of FIG. 13, in STEP S141, the desig-
nated calculation type "CALCULATION OF SYSTEM OF
EQUATIONS WITH TWO VARIABLES" and the input el-
ement data are stored in the input data area 142 of the
memory 14. Also, for example, in a case where the co-
efficient value of the variable "x" is 1, "x" is displayed
instead of "1x", and in a case where the coefficient value
of the variable "x" is 0, display of the variable "x" is de-
leted.
[0106] In the state where the element calculation type
list menu (the coefficient input screen) Gd is displayed,
even if the "QR" key is operated as shown in Parts (D)
and (F) of FIG. 13, the corresponding key operation is
invalidated (inactivated), and thus the display content
does not change (STEPS S142 and S143).
[0107] Thereafter, if calculation performance is in-
structed by a user’s operation on the "=" key as shown
in Part (G) or (I) of FIG. 13 ("Yes" in STEP S 144), an
equation calculation of the designated type ("CALCULA-
TION OF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS WITH TWO VAR-
IABLES") is performed, and an X solution calculation re-
sult screen GX or a Y solution calculation result screen
GY showing the calculation result [X=1, Y=1] is displayed
on the display output unit 12 in STEP S 145.
[0108] Also, as shown in Part (H) or (J) of FIG. 13,
switching between the X solution calculation result
screen GX and the Y solution calculation result screen
GY is performed in response to a user’s operation on the
"QR" key of the key input unit 11.
[0109] Thereafter, if the "QR" key of the key input unit
11 is operated in STEP S146 in order to obtain calculation
reference information obtained by performing the desig-
nated equation calculation ("CALCULATION OF SYS-
TEM OF EQUATIONS WITH TWO VARIABLES") from
the compute server 30, in STEP S147, the current cal-
culation function type ("EQUATION CALCULATION
FUNCTION" and the calculation type ("CALCULATION
OF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS WITH TWO VARIA-
BLES")), the function-based calculation data (the calcu-
lation object equation element data (the values "1", "1",
and "3"of the coefficients "a1", "b1", and "c1" of the first
equation, and the values "1", "2", and "4"of the coeffi-
cients "a2", "b2", and "c3" of the second equation), and
the equation calculation result data (X=2, Y=1) are con-
verted into a two-dimensional code image (QR code) Q,
which is output to the display output unit 12 by the CPU
13 and which is displayed on the display output unit 12.
[0110] Thereafter, in a case where calculation object
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element data are re-input, the process returns from STEP
S 148 to STEP S141; whereas re-inputting is not per-
formed, the process returns to STEP S137.
[0111] As described above, if the two-dimensional
code image (QR code) Q displayed on the display output
unit 12 according to the calculation performance by the
equation calculation function of the scientific calculator
10 is photographed by the communication device 20 with
the camera (such as a tablet PC) belonging to the student
or the teacher as shown in Part (K) of FIG. 13, barcode
content data (QR data) which is the content of the two-
dimensional code image (QR code) is decoded, and the
corresponding barcode content data (QR data), that is,
the current calculation function type ("EQUATION CAL-
CULATION FUNCTION" and the calculation type ("CAL-
CULATION OF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS WITH TWO
VARIABLES")), the function-based calculation data (the
calculation object equation element data (the valuers "1",
"1", and "3"of the coefficients "a1", "b1", and "c1" of the
first equation, and the values "1", "2", and "4"of the co-
efficients "a2", "b2", and "c3" of the second equation),
and the equation calculation result data (X=2, Y=1) are
transmitted from the corresponding communication de-
vice 20 to the compute server 30 through the communi-
cation network N, automatically or in response to a user’s
operation (see FIG. 2).
[0112] In the compute server 30, if the barcode content
data (QR data) transmitted from the communication de-
vice 20 with the camera through the communication net-
work N are received by the communication unit 35, the
CPU 31 determines that the barcode content data (QR
data) attributable to a QR operation has been received
("Yes" in STEP S301).
[0113] Then, in STEP S302, the received barcode con-
tent data (QR data), that is, the current calculation func-
tion type ("EQUATION CALCULATION FUNCTION" and
the calculation type ("CALCULATION OF SYSTEM OF
EQUATIONS WITH TWO VARIABLES")), the function-
based calculation data (the calculation object equation
element data (the values "1", "1", and "3"of the coeffi-
cients "a1", "b1", and "c1" of the first equation, and the
values "1", "2", and "4"of the coefficients "a2", "b2", and
"c3" of the second equation), and the equation calculation
result data (X=2, Y=1) are primarily saved in the reception
QR data memory 322 of the memory 32.
[0114] Then, if it is determined that the barcode content
data (QR data) saved in the reception QR data memory
322 is data of the equation calculation function ("Yes" in
STEP S317), in STEP S318, based on the calculation
type ("CALCULATION OF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
WITH TWO VARIABLES") and the element data (the val-
ues "1", "1", and "3"of the coefficients "a1", "b1", and "c1"
of the first equation, and the values "1", "2", and "4"of the
coefficients "a2", "b2", and "c3" of the second equation),
an image of the calculation expression of the system of
equations with two variables "x + y = 3" and "x + 2y = 4"
is generated as an input screen Gi as shown in FIG. 14.
[0115] Also, in STEP S319, an image of the calculation

result data (X=2, Y=1) is generated as an output screen
Go.
[0116] Subsequently, in STEP S320, based on the cal-
culation type ("CALCULATION OF SYSTEM OF EQUA-
TIONS WITH TWO VARIABLES") and the element data
(the values "1", "1", and "3"of the coefficients "a1", "b1",
and "c1" of the first equation, and the values "1", "2", and
"4"of the coefficients "a2", "b2", and "c3" of the second
equation), a graph image Fu including a graph R (red)
corresponding to the first equation "x + y = 3" and a graph
B (blue) corresponding to the second equation "x + 2y =
4" is generated as a graph screen Gg. At this time, in
association with the graph image, information represent-
ing that the first equation "x + y = 3" is the graph R (shown
in red by a solid line) and information representing that
the second equation "x + 2y = 4" is the graph B (shown
in blue by a dotted line) may be displayed.
[0117] Thereafter, in STEP S321, image data obtained
as equation calculation reference information by vertical-
ly disposing the input screen Gi, the output screen Go,
and the graph screen Gg is transmitted to the mail ad-
dress of the communication device 20 with the camera
which is the transmission source of the barcode content
data (QR data) and belongs to the student or the teacher.
[0118] Therefore, on the display output unit 21 of the
communication device 20 with the camera (such as a
tablet PC with a camera) belonging to the student or the
teacher, the image data Gi/Go/Gg composed of the sys-
tem of equations with two variables calculated in the sci-
entific calculator 10 of the teacher, the calculation result,
and their graphs is displayed as the equation calculation
reference information as shown in FIG. 14. Thereafter,
if the corresponding equation calculation reference infor-
mation Gi/Go/Gg is magnified and projected by the pro-
jector P, everyone of the class of the corresponding stu-
dent or teacher can learn while seeing the content of the
corresponding equation calculation.
[0119] Also, the equation calculation function in the
equation mode of the scientific calculator 10 is processed
in the same manner as that of an inequality calculation
function according to an inequality mode, and thus a de-
tailed description of the corresponding inequality calcu-
lation function will not be made.
[0120] Also, in a process according to each of various
calculation functions in the scientific calculator 10, only
in process steps in which it is possible to acquire data
(function type data, function-based calculation data, and
calculation result data) for obtaining appropriate calcu-
lation reference information from the compute server 30
according to a corresponding calculation function type,
a key operation on the "QR" key is valid (activated), and
in the other process steps, a key operation on the "QR"
key is invalid (inactivated). Further, in order to clearly
show process steps in which it is possible to acquire ap-
propriate calculation reference information, as shown by
a circled Y or a circled N of Parts (A’) to (L’) of FIG. 8, in
a case where a key operation on the "QR" key is valid
(activated), a QR symbol SB may be displayed; whereas
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in a case where a key operation on the "QR" key is invalid
(inactivated), the QR symbol SB may not be displayed.
[0121] Therefore, according to the scientific calculator
(an information display device) 10 having the above de-
scribed configuration, if the user selects a desired calcu-
lation function type (a mode), and inputs numerical value
data to be calculation object element data in a calculation
expression of the selected calculation function type, and
instructs performance of the corresponding calculation,
calculation result data calculated according to the calcu-
lation expression and the calculation object element data
is displayed on the display output unit 12. Further, in the
selected calculation function type (the mode), in a stage
in which the calculation object element data or/and the
calculation result data have been obtained, if the "QR"
key is operated, in addition to the calculation function
type (the selected calculation function type and the cal-
culation type (calculation expression) in the correspond-
ing calculation function), the calculation object element
data or/and the calculation result data are converted into
a two-dimensional code (QR code), which is displayed
on the display output unit 12.
[0122] Therefore, the user can acquire appropriate cal-
culation reference information from the compute server
30 at an appropriate timing in the calculation process
only by reading the displayed two-dimensional code by
the communication device (such as a tablet PC) 20 with
the camera having a general-purpose two-dimensional
code reading function, thereby converting the two-dimen-
sional code into data, and transmitting the data to the
compute server 30, and can learn the corresponding cal-
culation while seeing the calculation reference informa-
tion.
[0123] Therefore, according to the scientific calculator
(the information display device) 10, it is possible to output
appropriate data for generating appropriate reference in-
formation in an external device, according to a calculation
type and a calculation state, such that the external device
can acquire the output data.
[0124] Also, according to the compute server 30 having
the above described configuration, in a case where a
calculation function type ("MATRIX CALCULATION
FUNCTION" and a calculation expression) in the matrix
calculation function of the scientific calculator 10, calcu-
lation object element data, and calculation result data are
received as two-dimensional code data, an input screen
Gi which is an image of the input calculation expression
to which the corresponding calculation object element
data have been input, and an output screen Go which is
an image of the corresponding calculation result data are
generated, and are transmitted as matrix calculation ref-
erence information to the communication device 20
which is the data transmission source.
[0125] Further, according to the compute server 30
having the above described configuration, in a case
where a calculation function type ("STATISTIC CALCU-
LATION FUNCTION" and a statistic calculation type (for
example, "ONE-VARIABLE STATISTIC CALCULA-

TION")) in the statistic calculation function of the scientific
calculator 10, and calculation object element data (table
data of a variable "x") are received as two-dimensional
code data, a graph screen Gg which is a graph image of
a box plot Hi of the calculation object element data (the
table data of the variable "x") and a table screen Gt which
is an image of a table T of the corresponding element
data are generated, and are transmitted as statistic cal-
culation reference information (the first example) to the
communication device 20 which is the data transmission
source.
[0126] Furthermore, according to the compute server
30 having the above described configuration, in a case
where a calculation function type ("STATISTIC CALCU-
LATION FUNCTION" and statistic calculation types (thir-
teen types)) in the statistic calculation function of the sci-
entific calculator 10, and the result data items of the in-
dividual calculations are received as two-dimensional
code data, an output screen Go showing the list of the
calculation result data items, and a graph screen Gg
which is a graph image of a box plot Hi of the calculation
result data items are generated, and are transmitted as
statistic calculation reference information (the second ex-
ample) to the communication device 20 which is the data
transmission source.
[0127] Also, according to the compute server 30 having
the above described configuration, in a case where a
calculation function type ("EQUATION CALCULATION
FUNCTION" and an equation calculation type (for exam-
ple, "CALCULATION OF SYSTEM OF EQUATIONS
WITH TWO VARIABLES") in the equation calculation
function of the scientific calculator 10, calculation object
element data, and calculation result data are received as
two-dimensional code data, an input screen Gi which is
an image of the system of equations to which the calcu-
lation object element data have been input, an output
screen Go which is an image of the corresponding cal-
culation result data, and a graph screen Gg which is a
graph image Fu of the system of equations are generat-
ed, and are transmitted as equation calculation reference
information to the communication device 20 which is the
data transmission source.
[0128] Therefore, the user of the scientific calculator
(the information display device) 10 can acquire calcula-
tion reference information having appropriate content at
an appropriate timing in various calculation processes,
and can learn while seeing the calculation reference in-
formation.
[0129] Also, the method of each process according to
the calculator system described in each embodiment,
that is, the method of each of the display control process
of the scientific calculator (the information display device)
10 shown in the flow charts of FIGS. 4 to 6, the server
process of the compute server 30 shown in FIG 7, and
the like can be stored, as a program which can be exe-
cutable in any calculator, in a recording medium such as
a memory card (such as a ROM card or a RAM card), a
magnetic disk (such as a floppy (a trademark) disk or a
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hard disk), an optical disk (such as a CD-ROM or a DVD),
or a semiconductor memory to be distributed. Also, pro-
gram data for realizing the methods can be transmitted
in a program code form on the communication network
N, and the program data can be loaded into a computer
of an electronic apparatus connected to the communica-
tion network N by a communication unit, thereby realizing
the display control function and the server function de-
scribed above.
[0130] Hereinafter, a preferred second embodiment of
the present invention will be described with reference to
the drawings.

[FUNCTIONAL CONFIGURATION OF INFORMATION 
PROCESSING SYSTEM]

[SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR]

[0131] The scientific calculator 10’ has the same ex-
ternal appearance as that of the scientific calculator 10
shown in FIG. 1, and as shown in FIG. 15, the scientific
calculator 10’ includes an input unit 1040, a display unit
1042, a storage unit 1044, a RAM (random access mem-
ory) 1046, and a CPU (central processing unit) 1048.
[0132] The input unit 1040 is composed of key groups,
and is configured to output a signal corresponding to a
depressed key to the CPU 1048.
[0133] The display unit 1042 is composed of a display
12, and is configured to display a variety of information
according to signals from the CPU 1048.
[0134] The storage unit 1044 is a non-volatile memory
which is composed of a ROM (read only memory) or the
like.
[0135] The storage unit 1044 retains various pro-
grams. Here, especially, the storage unit retains a QR
data generating program 1044a.
[0136] The QR data generating program 1044a is a
program for making the CPU 1048 perform a QR data
generating process (to be described below) (see FIG.
16A).
[0137] In the storage unit 1044, a variety of data are
also retained.
[0138] In the storage unit 1044, a plurality of calculation
modes, a terminal ID, and so on are retained.
[0139] The storage unit 1044 retains the plurality of
calculation modes in association with mode codes as-
signed to the calculation modes in a one-to-one corre-
spondence manner. The mode codes are for specifying
the calculation modes.
[0140] The "terminal ID" is a model number which is
unique to the scientific calculator 10’ and specifies the
model name of the scientific calculator 10’.
[0141] The RAM 1046 is a volatile memory which tem-
porarily stores information.
[0142] The RAM 1046 is configured to form a plurality
of work areas for storing various programs, data relative
to those programs, and so on.
[0143] The CPU 1048 is for generally controlling every

unit of the scientific calculator 10’. The CPU 1048 is con-
figured to develop a program in the RAM 1046 if the cor-
responding program is designated from a system pro-
gram and various application programs retained in the
storage unit 1044, and perform various processes in co-
operation with the program developed in the RAM 1046.

[SERVER]

[0144] The server 30’ has functions corresponding to
the compute server 30 of FIG. 1, and has a configuration
substantially similar to that of the scientific calculator 10’.
[0145] The server 30’ includes not only a storage unit
3054, a RAM 3056, and a CPU 3058, but also a commu-
nication unit 3059.
[0146] The storage unit 3054 is a non-volatile memory
which is composed of a ROM (read only memory) or the
like.
[0147] The storage unit 3054 retains various pro-
grams. Here, especially, the storage unit retains a QR
data using program 3054a.
[0148] The QR data using program 3054a is a program
for making the CPU 3058 perform a QR data using proc-
ess (to be described below) (see FIG. 16B).
[0149] In the storage unit 3054, a variety of data are
also retained.
[0150] In the storage unit 3054, template information
items 3054b are retained.
[0151] The template information items 3054b are in-
formation items equivalent to the plurality of calculation
modes retained in the storage unit 1044 of the scientific
calculator 10’, and correspond to the plurality of calcula-
tion modes retained in the storage unit 1044 of the sci-
entific calculator 10’. The storage unit 3054 retains the
template information items 3054b in association with the
calculation modes, respectively.
[0152] The storage unit 3054 also retains the template
information items 3054b in association with the mode
codes assigned to the calculation modes such that the
calculation modes correspond to the mode codes in a
one-to-one correspondence manner.
[0153] For each terminal ID, a plurality of template in-
formation items 3054b is retained.
[0154] According to this data configuration, if a mode
code and a terminal ID are specified, one calculation
mode is specified.
[0155] The RAM 3056 is a volatile memory which tem-
porarily stores information, and is configured to form a
plurality of work areas for storing various programs, data
relative to those programs, and so on.
[0156] The communication unit 3059 is composed of
a so-called transceiver, and is used in data communica-
tion with the portable terminal 20’.
[0157] The CPU 3058 is for generally controlling every
unit of the server 30’.
[0158] Especially, the CPU 3058 can extract an appro-
priate template information item 3054b (a calculation
mode) from the storage unit 3054, and convert each tem-
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plate information item 3054b of the storage unit 3054.

[PORTABLE TERMINAL]

[0159] The portable terminal 20’ has functions corre-
sponding to the communication device 20 with the cam-
era shown in FIG. 1, and has a configuration substantially
similar to that of the scientific calculator 10’.
[0160] The portable terminal 20’ includes not only an
input unit 2060, a display unit 2062, a storage unit 2064,
a RAM 2066, and a CPU 2068, but also a photographing
unit 2070, and a communication unit 2072.
[0161] The input unit 2060 is composed of a so-called
touch panel, and is used to receive user’s touch opera-
tions.
[0162] The display unit 2062 is composed of a display,
and is configured to display a variety of information ac-
cording to signals from the CPU 2068.
[0163] The storage unit 2064 is a non-volatile memory
which is composed of a ROM or the like, and retains
various programs and a variety of data.
[0164] The RAM 2066 is a volatile memory which tem-
porarily stores information, and is configured to form a
plurality of work areas for storing various programs, data
relative to those programs, and so on.
[0165] The photographing unit 2070 is composed of a
so-called camera, and is used to photogram QR codes
which are displayed on the display 12 of the scientific
calculator 10’.
[0166] The communication unit 2072 is composed of
a so-called transceiver, and is used in data communica-
tion with the server 30’.
[0167] The CPU 2068 is for generally controlling every
unit of the portable terminal 20’.
[0168] Especially, the CPU 2068 can decode QR
codes photographed by the photographing unit 2070, and
transmit the decoded information from the communica-
tion unit 2072 to the server 30’, and instruct the server
30’ to perform calculation mode changing.

[OPERATION OF INFORMATION PROCESSING SYS-
TEM]

[OPERATION OF SCIENTIFIC CALCULATOR]

[0169] In the scientific calculator 10’, the QR data gen-
erating process is performed.
[0170] If the QR data generating program 1044a is
read from the storage unit 1044 and is developed in the
RAM 1046, as a result, the QR data generating process
is performed by cooperation of the QR data generating
program 1044a and the CPU 1048. The CPU 1048 per-
forms the QR data generating process according to the
QR data generating program 1044a.
[0171] As shown in FIG. 16A, if a user selects one of
the plurality of calculation modes by operating a MODE
key 27 and a cursor key 114, and inputs numerical values
by operating numeric keys, in STEP T10, the CPU 1048

receives the calculation mode selection and the numer-
ical value input.
[0172] In FIG. 16A, there is shown an example in which
an EQN (equation calculation) mode has been selected
as a calculation mode, and a system of equations "x +
2y + z = 2", "3x + 5y + 3z = 5", and "7x + 8y + 7z = 8"
have been input.
[0173] Thereafter, in STEP T11, the CPU 1048 gener-
ates transmission data including a mode code corre-
sponding to the selected calculation mode, the input nu-
merical values, and the terminal ID of the scientific cal-
culator 10’.
[0174] In FIG. 16A, there is shown an example in which
numerical values "1", "2", "1", and "2" sequentially rep-
resenting the coefficients of the variables of the expres-
sion "x + 2y + z = 2" and the right-hand value of the
corresponding expression, numerical values "3", "5", "3",
and "5" similarly corresponding to "3x + 5y + 3z = 5", and
numerical values "7", "8", "7", and "8" similarly corre-
sponding to "7x + 8y + 7z = 8 " have been input.
[0175] Thereafter, the CPU 1048 converts the trans-
mission data into a QR code in STEP T12, and displays
the generated QR code on the display 12 in STEP T13.

[OPERATION OF PORTABLE TERMINAL]

[0176] If a user photographs the QR code of the sci-
entific calculator 10’ by the photographing unit 2070, the
CPU 2068 decodes the QR code into the transmission
data, which is transmitted from the communication unit
2072 to the server 30’.

[OPERATION OF SERVER]

[0177] In the server 30’, the QR data using process is
performed.
[0178] If the QR data using program 3054a is read from
the storage unit 3054 and is developed in the RAM 3056,
as a result, the QR data using process is performed by
cooperation of the QR data using program 3054a and
the CPU 3058. The CPU 3058 performs the QR data
using process according to the QR data using program
3054a.
[0179] As shown in FIG. 16B, the CPU 3058 receives
the transmission data through the communication unit
3059 in STEP T20, and analyzes the transmission data
in STEP T21.
[0180] Thereafter, in STEP T22, the CPU 3058 spec-
ifies the mode code, the numerical values, and the ter-
minal 1D included in the transmission data, based on the
analysis result, and extracts a template information item
3054b corresponding to the mode code and the terminal
ID, from the storage unit 3054.
[0181] Here, especially, with reference to the mode
code included in the transmission data, the CPU 3058
specifies and extracts a template information item 3054b
corresponding to the mode code.
[0182] In FIG. 16B, there is shown an example in which
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a template information item for the EQN mode corre-
sponding to the mode code assigned to the EQN mode
and included in the transmission data is extracted from
the template information items such as the template in-
formation item for the EQN mode, a template information
item for a MATRIX (matrix calculation) mode, and a tem-
plate information item for a STAT (statistic calculation)
mode.
[0183] Thereafter, the CPU 3058 applies the specified
numerical values to the extracted template information
item 3054b in STEP T23, and sets up the original calcu-
lation expression corresponding to the calculation mode
selected by the scientific calculator 10’, in STEP T24.
[0184] In FIG. 16B, there is shown an example in which
the specified numerical values "1", "2", "1", "2", "3", "5",
"3", "5", "7", "8", "7", and "8" have been applied to the
coefficients "a" to "1" of the EQN mode template infor-
mation item composed of a system of equations "ax + by
+ cz = d", "ex + fy + gz = h", and "ix + jy + kz = 1",
respectively.
[0185] Thereafter, the CPU 3058 transmits data on the
set calculation expression from the communication unit
3059 to the portable terminal 20’, whereby the user can
use (calculate) the original calculation expression ex-
pressed by the scientific calculator 10’, as it is, by the
portable terminal 20’.
[0186] Thereafter, in STEP T30, the CPU 3058 repeat-
edly determines whether calculation mode changing has
been performed in the portable terminal 20’.
[0187] In this process, if the user changes the calcu-
lation mode by performing a touch operation on the input
unit 2060 of the portable terminal 20’, the CPU 2068 of
the portable terminal 20’ transmits information on the
change of calculation mode from the communication unit
2072 to the server 30’, thereby instructing a change of
calculation mode. The CPU 3058 of the server 30’ re-
ceives the corresponding information through the com-
munication unit 3059, and determines whether the cal-
culation mode has been changed.
[0188] In a case where the calculation mode has been
changed, in STEP T31, the CPU 3058 re-extracts a tem-
plate information item 3054b corresponding to the
changed calculation mode, from the storage unit 3054.
[0189] Thereafter, in STEP T32, the CPU 3058 applies
the previously specified numerical values, as they are,
to the re-extracted template information item 3054b,
thereby converting the set calculation expression into an-
other calculation expression.
[0190] In FIG. 16B, there is shown an example in which
the calculation mode has been changed from the EQN
mode to the MATRIX mode or the STAT mode, and the
previously specified numerical values "1" "2", "1", "2", "3",
"5", "3", "5", "7", "8", "7", and "8" have been applied to
the coefficients "a" to "l" of the template information item
for the MATRIX mode or the STAT mode.
[0191] Even in this case, the CPU 3058 transmits data
on the converted calculation expression from the com-
munication unit 3059 to the portable terminal 20’, where-

by the user can use the converted calculation expression,
as it is, in the portable terminal 20’.
[0192] In the above described present embodiment,
as shown in STEPS T10 to T13 of FIG. 16A and STEPS
T20 to T24 of FIG. 16B, the scientific calculator 10’ gen-
erates the QR code based on the mode code, the input
numerical values, and the terminal ID, and the server 30’
extracts the template information item 3054b based on
the mode code and the terminal ID, and applies the input
numerical values to the extracted template information
item 3054b, and sets up the calculation expression cor-
responding to the calculation mode selected by the sci-
entific calculator 10’.
[0193] According to this configuration, if the numerical
values are input to the scientific calculator 10’, in the serv-
er 30’, the calculation mode is complemented, and the
mathematical expression of the scientific calculator 10’
is implemented as it is. Therefore, in the portable terminal
20’, it is possible to instantly generate data on the math-
ematical representation such as equation representation
and matrix representation in cooperation with the server
30’.
[0194] Further, since the server 30’ already has the
template information items 3054b, the scientific calcula-
tor 10’ needs only to convert a small amount of data such
as the mode code, the numerical values and the terminal
ID into a code, and can virtually transmit data on the
mathematical representation of the scientific calculator
10’ to the portable terminal 20’ through the server 30’.
[0195] As a result, even in the portable terminal 20’, it
is possible to use the mathematical representation of the
scientific calculator 10’ as it is.
[0196] In this case, since a mathematical representa-
tion display object is switched from the small-sized sci-
entific calculator 10’ to the large-sized portable terminal
20’, it is possible to provide representation which is easy
to be visually understood, for the user, and it is possible
to output information such as mathematical representa-
tion data retained in the scientific calculator 10’ to the
outside, for example, by attachment to an electronic re-
port, such that the corresponding information can be
used.
[0197] As shown in STEPS T30 to T32 of FIG. 16B, in
a state where the numerical values input to the scientific
calculator 10’ are fixed, in the server 30’, it is possible to
convert only the mathematical representation. Therefore,
it is possible to flexibly cope with a change of calculation
mode according to a user’s design change.
[0198] Also, embodiments to which the present inven-
tion can be applied are not limited to the above described
embodiments and modifications, and can be appropri-
ately modified without departing from the scope of the
present invention.
[0199] For example, although an electronic device (a
first electronic device) according to the present invention
has been described as the scientific calculator 10’, prod-
ucts to which the present invention can be applied are
not limited thereto. The first electronic device can be ap-
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plied to general electronic devices such as portable
phones, personal computers, tablet terminals (including
smart phones), PDAs (personal digital assistants), and
game consoles.
[0200] Although a second electronic device according
to the present invention has been described as the port-
able terminal 20’, the second electronic device can be
applied to general electronic devices such as foldable
mobile phones, personal computers, tablet terminals,
PDAs, and game consoles as long as they basically have
a photographing function and a communication function.
[0201] Although an information processing device ac-
cording to the present invention has been described as
the server 30’, the information processing device can be
applied to general electronic devices such as portable
phones, personal computers, tablet terminals, PDAs,
and game consoles as long as they basically have a com-
munication function, a memory function, and an informa-
tion processing function.
[0202] Also, the QR data generating program 1044a
may be stored in an external information storage medium
which can be inserted into or removed from the scientific
calculator 10’.
[0203] The QR data using program 3054a also may be
stored in an external information storage medium which
can be inserted into or removed from the server 30’.
[0204] The present invention is not limited to the em-
bodiments, and may have various modifications within
the scope without departing from the spirit thereof at the
time of carrying out the invention. In addition, the embod-
iments include inventions of various stages, and thus var-
ious inventions may be extracted by appropriate combi-
nations of a plurality of disclosed constituent elements.
For example, even if some constituent elements are de-
leted from all the constituent elements shown in the em-
bodiments, or some constituent elements are combined
in different forms, a configuration in which the constituent
elements are deleted or combined may be extracted as
an invention in a case of being capable of solving the
problems described in the Problem that the Invention is
to Solve and achieving the effects described in the Ad-
vantage of the Invention.

Claims

1. A calculator comprising:

an input unit; and
a processor,
wherein the processor is configured to perform
following processes:

receiving a selection of a calculation func-
tion type according to a user’s operation;
receiving an input of calculation object data
according to the selected calculation func-
tion type, according to a user’s operation;

and
outputting at least one of the calculation ob-
ject data and calculation result data ob-
tained by a calculation based on the input
calculation object data, as external data.

2. The calculator according to claim 1, further compris-
ing:

a display,
wherein the processor is configured to perform
following processes:

receiving an output operation according to
a user’s operation on the input unit for out-
putting the external data;
displaying the calculation result data on the
display; and
outputting at least one of the calculation ob-
ject data and the calculation result data as
the external data according to an input state
of the calculation object data and a display
state of the calculation result data during
the output operation.

3. The calculator according to claim 2, wherein:

the processor is configured to perform following
processes:

in a case where the selected calculation
function type is a matrix calculation function,
receiving a matrix expression and element
data thereof as the calculation object data;
and
in a case of outputting at least one of the
calculation object data and the calculation
result data, the processor is configured to
perform following processes:

outputting the calculation object data
without the calculation result data after
inputting the calculation object data and
before displaying the calculation result
data on the display; and
outputting the calculation result data
without the calculation object data to af-
ter displaying the calculation result data
on the display;

wherein outputting the calculation object
data and the calculation result data is dis-
playing the calculation result data on the dis-
play.

4. The calculator according to claim 2, wherein:

the processor is configured to perform following
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processes:

in a case where the selected calculation
function type is a statistic calculation func-
tion, receiving a statistic calculation type
and statistic element data according to the
statistic calculation type, as the calculation
object data; and
after inputting the calculation object data
and before displaying the calculation result
data on the display, outputting the calcula-
tion object data and the calculation result
data; and
after displaying the calculation result data
on the display, outputting the calculation re-
sult data.

5. The calculator according to claim 2, wherein:

the processor is configured to perform following
processes:

in a case where the selected calculation
function type is an equation calculation
function, receiving an equation type and
equation element data according to the
equation type, as the calculation object da-
ta; and
after displaying the calculation result data
on the display, outputting the calculation ob-
ject data and the calculation result data.

6. The calculator according to claim 2, wherein:

the processor is configured to perform following
processes:

converting at least one of the calculation ob-
ject data and the calculation result data into
a two-dimensional code according to the se-
lected calculation function type; and
outputting the two-dimensional code as an
image data to the display.

7. The calculator according to claim 2, wherein:

the processor is configured to perform following
processes:

in a case of outputting the external data,
converting at least one of the calculation ob-
ject data and the calculation result data into
a two-dimensional code according to the in-
put state of the calculation object data and
the display state of the calculation result da-
ta during the output operation;
displaying the two-dimensional code as an
image on the display;

in a case where the operation for outputting
the external data is activated, outputting a
symbol of the two-dimensional code to the
display; and
in a case where the operation for outputting
the external data is inactivated, not output-
ting the symbol of the two-dimensional code
to the display.

8. The calculator according to claim 2, wherein:

the processor is configured to perform following
processes:

receiving numerical value data as the cal-
culating object data;
generating external data which includes the
input numerical value data and calculation
mode information representing the selected
calculation function type;
converting the external data into a two-di-
mensional code; and
in the case of outputting the external data,
outputting the converted two-dimensional
code to the display.

9. A recording medium having a calculator control pro-
gram stored thereon for controlling a computer of a
calculator, causing the computer to perform follow-
ing processes:

receiving a selection of calculation function type
according to a user’s operation;
receiving an input of calculation object data ac-
cording to the selected calculation function type,
according to a user’s operation; and
outputting at least one of the calculation object
data and calculation result data obtained by a
calculation based on the input calculation object
data according to the selected calculation func-
tion type, as external data, according to the se-
lected calculation function type.

10. A compute server configured to perform following
processes:

acquiring at least one of calculation object data
and calculation result data according to a selec-
tion of calculation function type output by a cal-
culator;
generating reference information image data
based on at least one of the acquired calculation
object data and the acquired calculation result
data; and
outputting the generated reference information
image data.

11. The compute server according to claim 10, config-
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ured to further perform following processes:

in a case where the calculation function type is
a matrix calculation function, acquiring a matrix
expression and element data thereof as the cal-
culation object data;
generating an image of a matrix calculation ex-
pression obtained by replacing corresponding
element parts of the matrix expression with the
acquired element data, and an image of calcu-
lation result data, based on the matrix expres-
sion, the element data of the matrix expression
and calculation result data of the matrix expres-
sion, as the reference information image data;
and
outputting the generated image of the matrix cal-
culation expression and the generated image of
the calculation result data.

12. The compute server according to claim 10, config-
ured to further perform following processes:

in a case where the calculation function type is
a statistic calculation function, acquiring a sta-
tistic calculation type and statistic element data
according to the statistic calculation type as the
calculation object data;
in a case of acquiring the statistic calculation
type and the statistic element data according to
the statistic calculation type, generating a graph
image and a table image corresponding to the
statistic element data, and outputting the gen-
erated graph image and the generated table im-
age; and
in a case of acquiring the calculation result data
of the statistic calculation, generating a list dis-
play image and a graph image corresponding to
the calculation result data, and outputting the
generated list display image and the generated
graph image.

13. The compute server according to claim 10, config-
ured to further perform following processes:

in a case where the calculation function type is
an equation calculation function, acquiring an
equation type and equation element data ac-
cording to the equation type, as the calculation
object data;
generating an image of a calculation expression
of an equation obtained by replacing corre-
sponding element parts of the equation with the
acquired element data, an image of calculation
result data and a graph image corresponding to
the calculation expression of the equation,
based on the equation type, the equation ele-
ment data according to the equation type and
the calculation result data of the corresponding

equation; and
outputting the generated image of the calcula-
tion expression, the generated image of the cal-
culation result data and the generated graph im-
age.

14. The compute server according to claim 10, further
comprising:

a memory,
wherein the compute server is configured to per-
forms following processes:

storing template information item corre-
sponding to each calculation mode, in the
memory;
acquiring the calculation object data which
includes numerical value data input to the
calculator and information of a calculation
mode selected by the calculator, as trans-
mission data;
extracting a template information item cor-
responding to the information of the calcu-
lation mode included in the transmission da-
ta, from the memory;
applying the numerical value data included
in the transmission data to the extracted
template information item so as to obtain a
calculation expression corresponding to the
calculation mode selected by the calculator;
and
transmitting image data of the obtained cal-
culation expression data as the reference
information image data.

15. The compute server according to claim 14, config-
ured to further perform following processes:

acquiring a change instruction of the calculation
mode of the calculator;
re-extracting a template information item corre-
sponding to a second calculation mode accord-
ing to the change instruction, from the memory;
and
applying the numerical values included in the
transmission data to the re-extracted template
information item so as to convert the obtained
calculation expression into another calculation
expression.
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